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Abstract
This paper evaluatesthree alias analysesbasedon programming languagetypes. The first analysis uses type compatibility to determine aliases. The secondextends the lirst by
using additional high-level information such as field names.
The third extends the second with a flow-insensitive analysis. Although other researcherssuggestsusing types to disambiguatememory references,none evaluatesits effectiveness. We perform both static and dynamic evaluations of
type-based alias analyses for Modula-3, a statically-typed
type-safelanguage.The static analysisrevealsthat type compatibility alone yields a very imprecise alias analysis,but the
other two analysessignificantly improve alias precision. We
use redundantload elimination (RLE) to demonstratethe effectivenessof the threealias algorithms in termsof the opportunities for optimization, the impact on simulated execution
times,and to computean upperbound on what a perfect alias
analysis would yield. We show modest dynamic improvements for (RLE), and more surprisingly, that on averageour
alias analysis is within 2.5% of a perfect alias analysis with
respect to RLE on 8 Modula-3 programs. These results illustrate that to explore thoroughly the effectivenessof alias
analyses,researchersneed static, dynamic, and upper-bound
analysis. In addition, we show that for type-safelanguages
like Modula-3 and Java,a fast and simple alias analysismay
be sufficient for many applications.

1 Introduction
To exploit memory systems,multiple functional units, and
the multi-issue capabilities of modem uniprocessors,compilersmust reorderinstructions. For programsthat usepointers,
the compiler’s alias analysis dramatically affectsits ability to
reorder instructions, and ultimately performance.Alias analysis disambiguatesmemory references, enabling the comThe authors can be reached electronically via Internet addressesdiwandcs.stanford.edu,
{mckinley,moss} @cs.umass.edu.
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piler to reorder statementsthat do pointer accesses.
Despite its importance, few commercial or researchcompilers implement non-trivial alias analysis. Three reasons
alias analysis is not implemented are: (1) Many alias analyses are prohibitively slow and thus impractical for production use. (2) The alias analysesin the literature require the
entire program (or somerepresentationof it), which inhibits
separatecompilation and compiling libraries. (3) Most alias
analyseshave been evaluatedonly statically, and thus we do
not know the effectivenessof thesealgorithms with respectto
the optimizations that use them. To addresstheseconcerns,
this paper explores using fast alias analysesthat rely on programming languagetypes. While prior work [l, 61mentions
using type compatibility for alias analysis,none evaluatesthe
idea or presentsthe details of an algorithm.
This paper describesand evaluatesthree fast alias analysesbasedon programming language types. The tirst analysis (‘IjyeDecl) uses type compatibility to determine aliases.
The second(Field?lpeDecl) usesother high-level properties,
such as field namesto improve on the tirst. The third (SMFieldQpeRefs) improvesthe secondby incorporating a flowinsensitive passto include the effectsof variable assignments
and references. This pass is similar to Steensgaard’salgorithm [32].
We statically evaluateour alias algorithms using the number of alias pairs (the traditional method). We also evaluate
TBAA basedon its static and dynamic effectson an optimization, In addition, we evaluateTBAA with respectto an upper
bound on the sameoptimization. Each of the evaluationmetrics reveals different strengths and weaknessesin our alias
algorithms, and we believe this range of metrics, and especially upper-bound analysis, is necessaryto understandthe
effectivenessof any alias analysis.
Our static evaluation reveals that the simplest type-based
alias analysis is very imprecise, but that for our Modula-3
benchmarks,the other two alias analysessignificantly reduce
the number of intraproceduralaliasesof a referenceto on average 3.4 references(ranging from .3 to 20.8). We find that
TBAA is much less effective for interprocedural aliases.
We also evaluate TBAA by measuring the static and simulated run-time impact on an intraprocedural optimization
that dependson alias analysis: redundant load elimination
(RLE). RLE combinesloop invariant code motion and common subexpressionelimination of memory references.TBAA
and RLE combineto improve simulatedprogramperformance
modestly,by an averageof 4%, and up to 8% on a DEC Alpha
3000-500 [12] for 8 Modula-3 benchmarks.

We also compareTBAA to an upper bound that represents
the bestany alias analysisalgorithm could hope to do for RLE.
This comparisonshows that a perfect alias analysis could at
most eliminate an averageof 2.5% more heaploads. In addition, we modify TBAA for incomplete programsand demonstrate,using RLE, that it performs as well as it doeson complete programs.Theseresults and TBAA’S fast time complexity suggestthat TBAA is a practical and promising analysis
for scalaroptimization of type-safeprograms.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our type-based alias analysis algorithms.
Section 3 presentsour evaluation methodology, and uses it
to evaluateTBAA. Section4 extendsand evaluatesTBAA for
incomplete programs. Section 5 discussesrelated work in
alias analysis. Section 6 concludes.

2 Type-Based Alias Analysis
This section describestype-basedalias analyses (TBAA) in
which the compiler has accessto the entire program except
for the standard libraries. TBAA assumesa type-safe programming languagesuch as Modula-3 [25] or Java [33] that
doesnot support arbitrary pointer type casting (thisfeature is
supportedin C and C++). We begin with our terminology,
and then discussusing type declarations,object field and array accesssemantics,and modifications to the set of possible
types via variable assigmnentsto disambiguatememory accesses.
2.1

Memory Reference Basics

Table 1 lists the threekinds of memory referencesin Modula3 programs,their names,and a short description.’

TYPE
T = OBJECT f, g: T; END;
Sl = T OBJECT ... END;
S2 = T OBJECT ... END;
S3= T OBJECT ... END;
VAR
t: T,
s: Sl;
u: s2;

Figure 1: Type Hierarchy Example

2.2

Subtypes(me (p)) rl Subtypes(Type (9)) # 8.
Consider the example in Figure 1. Since Sl is a subtype of
T, objectsof type T can referenceobjectsof type S1. Thus,
Subtypes(me (t)) rl Subtypes(Qpe (s)) # Q)
Subtypes(Qpe (t)) rl Subtypes(I&e (u)) # 0
Subtypes(Qpe (s)) rl Subtypes(?)‘pe (u)) = 0
In other words, t and s may reference the same location,
and t and u may referencethe samelocation, but s and u
may not referencethe samelocation since they have different
types. Note that ?LpeDecl is not transitive.
Table 2: Fieldl)peDecl (dP 1, dP 2) Algorithm

Table 1: Kinds of Memory References
1 Notation
I D.f
P1
p[ i]

TBAA Using Type Declarations

To usetype declarationsto disambiguatememory references,
we simply examine the declaredtype of an accesspath dP,
and then assumethe dP may referenceany object with the
samedeclaredtype or subtype.We call this version of TBAA,
‘l)peDecl. More formally, given two dPs p and q, Z)peDecl (p, q) determinesthey may be aliasesif and only if:

Case
1

1 Name
1 Description
I
1 Accessfield f of obiect 13 1
I oualifv
1 Derefeience 1 Dereferencepointer-p ) Subscript ( Arrayp withsubscript i

2
3

AP 1

AP 2

P
P.f
P.f

P
q.g
6

PieldTypeDecl (AP 1, AP 2)
hue
(f = g) A FieJdTypeDecZ(p, 4)
AddressTakenCp. f ) A

We call a non-empty string of memory references,for example aA . b [ i I . c, an accesspath (dP) [22]. Without loss of
generality,we assumethat distinct object fields havedifferent
names.We also define:
J3v

(PI:

Subtypes(T):

The static type of dP p,
The set of subtypesof type T,
which includes T.

In Modula-3 and other type-safelanguages,an object of type
T can legally accessobjects of type Subtypes (T). Each of
our alias analysesrefines the type of objectsto which an dP
(memory reference) may refer. If two dPs may have the
sametype, then the analysesdeterminesthey may accessthe
samelocation.
3.

l’hese types of memoryreferencesare, of course,not unique to Modula-

2.3

Using Field Access ‘Qpes

We next improve the precision of 74rpeDecIusing the type
declarationsof fields and other high level information in the
program. We call this version of type-basedalias analysis
FieldQpeDecl. It distinguishes accessessuch as t . f and
t . g, f # g, that WeDecl misses.The FieldQyeDecl algorithm appearsin Table 2. Given dP 1 and dP2, it returns
true if dP 1 and dP2 may be aliases.It usesAddressTaken,
which returns true if the program ever takes the addressof
its argument. For example, Addressmen (p . f) is true if
the program takes the addressof field f of an object in the
set %eDecl (p). AddressTaken (q [ i I ) returns true if the
program takesthe addressof someelementof an array of q’s
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type. In Modula-3, programsmay takethe addressesof memory locations in only two ways: via the pass-by-reference
parameterpassingmechanism,and via the WITH statement,
which createsa temporary name for an expression.For simplicity we assumethat aggregateaccesses,such as assignments betweentwo records,have beenbroken down into accessesof eachcomponent.
The sevencasesin Table 2 determinethe following.
1: Identical dPs always alias eachother.

2: Two qualified expressionsmay be aliasesif they access
the samefield in potentially the sameobject.
3-4: A pointer dereferencemay referencethe samelocation
as a qualified or subscripted expression only if their
types are compatible and the program may take the addressof the qualified or subscriptedexpression.
5: In Modula-3, a subscripted expression cannot alias a
qualified expression.
6: Two subscriptedexpressionsare aliasesif they may subscript the samearray. Field?LpeDecl ignores the actual
subscripts.
7: For all other casesof dPs, including two pointer dereferences, FieldQpeDecl uses OpeDecl to determine
aliases.
Java programs would have similar rules. For C++ programs, the rules must be more conservativeto handle arbitrary pointer castsand pointer arithmetic.
2.4

(* Step 1: put eachtype in its own set *)
for all pointer types T do
Group := Group + {{T}}
(* Step2: merge setsbecauseof assignments*>
for all implicit and explicit pointer assignments,a : =b, do
Ta:= me(a);
Tb:= Type(b);
ifTa#Tb then
let Ga,Gb E Group,suchthat Ta E Ga,Tb E Gb
Group:=Group- {Ga}-{Gb}+{GaUGb}
(* Step 3: Construct TypeRefsTable *)
for all types t do
let g E Group, t E g
TypeRefsTable(t) = g rl Subtypes(t)
Figure 2: SelectiveType Merging

type T (directly or indirectly), then t and s cannot possibly
be aliases. Notice that if there is any such assignment,SMQpeRefs assumesthat dPs of type T may be aliasedto dPs
of type S1. We call theseassignmentsmerges.
Figure 2 presents the algorithm to selectively merge
types.2 This algorithm produces a Il)lpeRefsTable which
takes a declared type T as an argument and returns all the
types potentially referencedby an dP declaredto be of type
T. Given two dP p and q, SM?LpeRefs (p,q) determines
they may be aliasesif and only if:

Using Assignment

QpeDecl is conservativein the sensethat it assumesthat the
program usestypes in their full generality. For instance,programs often use list packagesthat support linking objectsof
different types to link objects of only one type. We thus improve on l)peDecl by examining the effects of explicit and
implicit assignmentsto determinemore accurately the types
of objectsan dP may referencein a flow-insensitive manner.
We call this algorithm SMmeRefs (SelectivelyMerge Type
References).Unlike Z)peDecl, which always mergesthe declared type of an dP with all of its subtypes, SMITLpeRefs
only mergesa type with a subtype when a statementassigns
somereferenceof subtype S to a referenceof type T. As an
example, consider applying TjpeDecl to the following program given the type hierarchy in Figure 1:
VAR
t: T := NEW (I’);
s: St := NEW (Sl);

Since TypeDecl only considers declared types, it assumes
that t and s may reference the samelocation becauseit is
semantically correct for objectsof type T to referenceobjects
of type Sl. By inspecting the code however, it is obvious
that t and s never referencethe samelocation since there is
no explicit or implicit assignmentbetweenthe two. SMlllpeRefs proves independencein this situation as follows: if the
program never assignsan object of type S1 to a referenceof

WeRefsTable (Z&e (p))
n VpeRefsTable (?Lpe (q)) # 0
In Figure 2, each set S = {Tl, . . . , Tk} in Group represents
an equivalenceclassof types suchthat an dP with a declared
type T E S may referenceany objects of type Ti E S. For
example, given the set S = {Tl,T2} E Group, dPs with
declaredtype Tl may referenceany object of type Tl or T2.
Step 1 initializes Group, such that each declaredtypeis
in an independentset and an dP declaredwith type T is thus
assumedto reference only objects of type T. Step 2 examines all the assignmentstatementsand mergesthe type sets
if the types of the left and right hand sides are different.3
Step 2 doesnot consider the order of the instructions and is
therefore Aow insensitive. Step 3 then filters out infeasible
aliasesfrom Group, creating asymmetryin the SMTypeRefs
relationship.4 For instance, an dP with declared type T in
Figure 1 may referenceobjectsof type T or type sl, but an
dP declaredas Sl may not referenceobjectsof type T. The
final result of Step3 is the WeRefsTable.
Figure 3 uses the the type declarations in Figure 1 to illustrate how the selective merging algorithm works, The
‘A more precise but slower formulation maintains a separategroup for
eachtype. In our experiments,the differencebetweenthe two variationswas
insignificant.
3Step2 is similar to Steensgaard’salgorithm [32].
41f we took Steensgaard’salgorithm [32] and applied it to user defined
types, it would not discoverthis asymmetry.
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VAR
sl: Sl := NEW (Sl);
~2: S2 := NEW (S2);
~3: S3 := NEW (S3);
t: T;
BEGIN
t := sl; (* Statement1 *)
t := ~2, (* Statement2 *)
END;

portional to the number of types in the program. The time to
usethe results of the TBAA may, of course,be more than linear time, For instance,computing all the may-alias pairs using TBAA (or any otherpoints-to analysis) takes O(e2) time,
where e is the numberof memory expressionsin the program.

3 Evaluation

Figure 3: Example to Illustrate SMvpeRefs

Figure 4: SelectiveMerging for Figure 3

VAR declarationsdeclareand initialize variablesto newly allocated objects of their declared types. Step 1 thus initializes each declaredtype in a set of its own, as shown in Figure 4(a) where each oval representsa set in Group. Figure 4(b) shows Group after Step 2 mergestypes T and Sl,
the types for the first assignment;and Figure 4(c) showsthat
the secondassignmentcausesStep2 to merge S2 with T and
S1. S3 remains in a set by itself. Step 3 of the merge algorithm then createsasymmetryfor the subtypedeclarationsin
the QpeRefsTable,as shownin Table3. Notice SMQpeRefs
determinesdPs declaredto be of type T may not reference
objectsof type ~3, but ?h>eoecl must assumethey may.
Table 3: QpeRefsTable for Figure 3
Type TypeRefsTable(Type)
T
1 T,Sl,S2

We obtain the final version of our TBAAalgorithm SMFieldY&peRefs(Fields+SelectivelyMerge TypeReferences)by using SM?lpeRefs for QpeDecl in the FieldnpeDecl algorithm in Table 2.
2.5

Complexity

The complexity of this type-basedalias analysis (TBAA) is
dominatedby step 2 of SM’@peRefs.This stepmakesa single linear pass through the program and at each pointer assignment unions two setsof types. The complexity of TBAA
is thus O(n) bit-vector steps,where n is the number of instructionsin the program. Eachbit-vector steptakestime pro-

This section evaluatestype-basedalias analysis using static
and dynamic metrics, and a limit analysis. We first review the
strengthsand weaknessesof static and dynamic metrics, and
thus motivate our limit analysis.
Static Evaluation.
The majority of previous work on
alias analysis [2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 15, 20, 21, 22, 30, 32, 351measuresstatic properties, such as the sizesof the may alias and
points-to sets. Static propertiesenable comparisonsbetween
the precision of two alias analysesusing the sizeof their static
points-to sets;the smaller the set the more precisethe analysis. Static propertieshave,however,two main disadvantages.
(1) Static properties cannot tell us if the analysis is effective
with respectto its clients. For example,even if the alias sets
are small, the analysis may not differentiate the pointers that
will enableoptimizations to improve performanceor increase
the effectivenessof other analyses. (2) Static properties do
not enablecomparisonsbetweenthe eflectivenessof two alias
analyseswith different strengthsand weaknesses.For example, the size of the points-to setsof two analysesmay be the
same,but the analysesmay disambiguatedifferent pointers.
A static analysis that comparesthe resulting number of optimization opportunities remediessomeof this problem.
Dynamic Evaluation. A few researchersrecently evaluated alias analyses by measuring the execution-time improvement due to an optimization that uses alias analysis
[19, 36, 8, 171. Using run-time improvementscomplements
static metrics, since run-time improvementsdirectly measure
the impact of the alias analysis on its clients (usually compiler optimizations). However, one of their disadvantagesis
that the results are specific to the given program inputs.
Limit Evaluation.
Both static and dynamic evaluation
have an additional significant shortcoming: theseproperties
do not tell us how much room for improvement there is in
the alias analysis (exceptin the unusual caseof an alias analysis that disambiguatesall memory references). We would
like to know if the aliasesreally exist at run-time, and if any
imprecision in the alias analysis causesmissedopportunities
for optimizations or other clients of the analysis. To detect
imprecision and its impact, we also usea run-time limit analysis to determinemissedoptimization opportunities and their
causesfor a given program input. No previous work on alias
analysisusesthis metric.
The remainderof this section is organizedas follows. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 describe our experimental framework and
benchmark programs. Section 3.3 presents the static alias
pairs for our analyses. Section 3.4 presents the simulated
run-time improvements due to our alias analysis for redundant load elimination. Section 3.5 evaluatesthe room for improvementin our analysis.
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Table4: Description of BenchmarkPrograms

3.3

Figure 5: Compilation Framework

3.1

Environment

Figure 5 ihustrates our compilation framework. The front
end reads a Modula-3 module and generatesa file containing a typed abstractsyntax tree (AST) for the compiled module, The whole program optimizer (WPO) readsin the ASTS
for a collection of modules, analyzesand transforms them,
and then it writes out the modified AST for eachmodule and
a file with the correspondinglow-level stack machine code.
The stackrepresentationis the input languagefor a back end
basedon GCC. WPO implementsall optimizations and analysespresentedin this paper.
3.2

Benchmarks

For each benchmark in our suite, Table 4 gives the number of non-comment,non-blank lines of code. For the noninteractive programs, Table 4 also gives the number of instructions executed,the percentof instructions that are memory loads from the heap, and the percent of instructions that
are memory loads from the stack and global area (other).
None of these programs were written to be benchmarks,
but other researchershave used several of them in previous
studies [16, 101. Table 4 contains the data for the original programs (i.e., without the optimizations proposedhere)
but with GCC’Sstandardoptimizations turned on, which include register allocation and instruction scheduling (except
for m2tom3). Due to a compiler bug in GCC,we were unable
to perform the standardoptimizations on m2t om3, which explains its unusually large number of other loads. The numbers in Table 4 do not include instructions or memory referencesfrom the standardlibraries.
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Static Evaluation

Table 5 evaluatesthe relative importance of the three TBAA:
TypeDeel: TBAA using only type declarations; FieldTypeDecl: TBAA using ?jvpeDecland field declarations;and SMFieldQpeRefs: TBAA using FieldmeDecl and assignment
statements.The Referencescolumn gives the total number of
heapmemory referencesin the sourceof the benchmarkprograms. For eachof the analyses,the table contains the number of local (L Alias) and global (G Alias) alias pairs. Local
alias pairs are heapmemory referenceswithin the sameprocedure that may alias each other, and global alias pairs are
heapmemoryreferencesnot necessarilywithin the sameprocedure that may alias eachother. Since eachmemory reference trivially aliases itself, we exclude this pair. Note that
since SMFieldTypeRefsis strictly more powerful than FieldI&eDecl, and FieldTypeDecl is strictly more powerful than
?SrpeDecl,we can use static metrics to comparethe three.
From the table, we seethat TypeDecl performs a lot worse
than FieldQpeDecl, and that flow-insensitive merging using SMl?ieldI@peRefsoffers little improvement over Field‘I)lpeDecl. SMField?)lpeRefsimproves local and global alias
pairs on postcard, and the number of global aliases for
m3 cg. On average,each heap referencemay alias 4.7 other
intraproceduralreferencesusing TypeDecl,3.4 referencesusing FieldQpeDecl, and 3.4 referencesusing SMFieldQpeRefs. The range is from 0.3 to 20.8 referencesfor SMField‘QpeRefs. On average,each heap referencemay alias 54.1
other interprocedural referencesusing TypeDecl, 12.7 referencesusing FieldTypeDecl, and 12.7 referencesusing SMFieldQpeRefs. The range is from 2 to 27.7 referencesfor
SMF’ieldTypeRefs.The number of interprocedural aliasesis
much higher than the number of intraprocedural aliases,suggesting that TBAA is probably too imprecise for interprocedural optimizations. In the next two sections, we show that
even though our analysis doesnot disambiguateall intraprocedural memory references(i.e., the local aliasesare greater
than zero), it may be precise enough for someapplications.
3.4

Optimization

Results

This sectionmeasuresthe static and simulatedexecution-time
impact of TBAA on redundant load elimination (RLE). We
first describe our implementation of RLE, and then show its
impact on execution time. Section 3.5 then describesa limit
analysis that demonstratesthat with respect to RLE, there is

Table 5: Alias Pairs
I

I
FieldTpeDecl SMFieldTjpeRefs
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Figure 6: Eliminating Loop Invariant Memory Loads
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Figure 7: Eliminating RedundantMemory Loads

little or no room for improvementin TBAA.
3.4.1

Redundant Load Elimination

Redundantload elimination (RLE)combinesvariants of loop
invariant code motion (similar to register promotion [S]) and
commonsubexpressionelimination [ 11,which most optimizing compilers perform. RLEdiffers from classic loop invariant code motion and common subexpressionelimination in
that it eliminates redundant loads instead of redundant computation. We expectRLEto be a profitable optimization since
loads are expensive on modem machines and architects expect they will only get more expensive[18].
RLEhoists memory referencesout of loops if the reference
is loop invariant and is executedon every iteration of the loop,
leaving it up to the back end to place the hoistedmemory referencein a register. For examplein Figure 6, the accesspath
a. b^ is redundanton all paths, and loop invariant code motion moves it into the loop header. As shown in Figure 7,
RLE also replacesredundantmemory expressionsby simple
variable references,which the back end may place in a register. A memory expressionat statements is redundant if it
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719
1328
-_-.
589
18826
1615
6153

464
3811
965:
. --.J
21802
25048
5262
120525

is available on every path to s. RLE therefore improves performanceby enabling the replacementof costly memory referenceswith fast register references. Since RLEOperateson
memory referencesits effectivenessdependsdirectly on the
quality of the alias information (and also on the back end). To
enableRLEacrosscalls, RLEis precededby a mod-ref analysis which summarizesthe accesspathsthat arereferencedand
modiied by eachcall. For example,in order to hoist a memory reference Out Of a 100~COutaininga Call, TBAA needs
to know whether the call changesthe value of the memory
reference. Note that even though RLE uses interprocedural
mod-ref information, it does not eliminate redundant loads
acrossprocedureboundaries.
3.4.2

~~~~-~~~~

464
3811
wiss
.--21802
25048
5278
121476

hpact

of TBAA on RLE

Table 6 gives the number of accesspaths that RLEremoves
statically in eachof our benchmarkprogramsfor eachvariant
of TBAA: IlypeDecl, FieldQpeDecl, and SMFieIdQpeRefs,
By comparing Table 6 and Table 5, we see that the differencesbetweenthe number of local alias pairs is the strongest
indicator of optimization opportunities for RLE. In particular, the big differences between the number of alias pairs
for IIfrpeDecl and Field’llpeDecl result in an increasein the
number of redundant loads found by RLE. In contrast, the
reductions in the number of alias pairs between FieldmeDecl and SMField?LpeRefsdoesnot changethe number of
redundant loads found by RLE. (Thesereductions are however smaller than the others.)
Table 6: Number of RedundantLoads RemovedStatically

We also measuredexecution times using a detailed (and
validated [.5]) simulator for an Alpha 21064 workstation with
one difference: rather than simulating an SK primary cache
we simulateda 32K primary cacheto eliminate variations due
to conflict missesthat we observedin an 8K direct mapped
111

Figure 9: Comparing TBAA to an Upper Bound
Figure 8: Impact of RLE
.

cache. Also, we only measuredthe execution time spent in
user code since that is the only code that we were able to
analyze. Execution times are normalized with respectto the
execution time of the original program without RLE,but with
all of Gee’s optimizations. (GCC eliminates IEdUUdaUt loads
without any assignmentsto memory betweenthem.)
Figure 8 illustrates the simulated execution time impact of
TBAA on RLE relative to the original execution time. The
graph has three bars for each non-interactive benchmark.
Each bar representsthe execution time due to RLE and a different alias analysis: TypeDecl (types only), FieldQpeDecl
(types and fields), and SMFieldQpeRefs (types, fields, and
merges).
TBAA enablesRLE to improve program performancefrom
1% to 8%, and on average4%. Since RLE is just one of many
optimizations that benefitsfrom alias analysis,the full impact
of alias analysis on execution time should be higher. Also,
contrary to what the data in Table 5 and Table 6 suggest,the
threevariants of TBAA haveroughly the sameperformanceas
far as RLE is concerned. Theseresults make two important
points. First, a more precise alias analysesis not necessarily better; it all dependson how the alias analysis is used.
Second,static metrics, such as alias pairs are insufficient by
themselvesfor evaluating alias analyses.
3.5

Comparing TBAA to an Upper Bound

How much precision does TBAA lose in order to achieve its
fast time bound? It is easyto contrive exampleswhere TBAA
fails to disambiguatememory referenceswhile many other
alias analysessucceed. This section demonstrates,using a
limit study, that for RLE and our benchmarkprograms,there
is little to be gainedfrom an alias analysis that is more precise
t.hTBAA.

Figure 9 comparesheap loads that are redundant at run
time before and after applying RLE. A redundant load is
when two consecutive loads of the same addressload the
same value in the sameprocedure activation. We measure
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Figure 10: Sourceof RedundantLoads after Optimizations

theseloads using ATOM[31], a binary rewriting tool for the
Alpha. We instrument every load in an executable,recording its addressand value. If the most recent previous load
of an addressis redundant with the current load, we mark it
as redundant. (Elsewhere we describe this processin more
detail [13].) In Figure 9, the black bars give the fraction of
heap referencesthat are redundant in the original program.
The white bars give the fraction of heap referencesthat are
redundant after TBAA and RLE (this fraction is with respect
to the original number of heapreferences).These results are
specific to program inputs.
Figure 9 shows that our optimizations eliminate between
37% and 87% of the redundant loads in these programs.
Moreover, for 6 of the 8 benchmark programs, only 5%
or fewer of the remaining loads are redundant. However,
slisp
and ktree still have many redundant loads. To understandthe source of all the remaining redundant loads, we
manually classilied them as follows:
RLE could not eliminate a redundant
expression because it was implicit in our high-level

1. Encapsulation:

(AST) intermediate representation. For example, the
subscript expressionfor an open array involves an implicit memory referenceto the dope vector.
Conditional: RLE did not eliminate a redundantexpression becauseit was only partially redundant, i.e., redundant along somepaths but not along others. Partial redundancyelimination would catch these.
Breakup: RLEdid not eliminate a redundantexpression
becauseit consistedof multiple smaller expressionsand
our optimizer doesnot do copy propagation.
Alias failure: TBAA did not disambiguatetwo memory
references.
Rest: we don’t know the reasonwhy RLE did not eliminate the redundantloads since we did not determinethe
reasonfor the entire list of redundantexpressions(which
is labor intensive).
The first category is due to a limitation of representation,
not TBAA or RLE. Categories2 and 3 are limitations in our
implementation
of RLE,rather than TBAA. The fourth Category, alias failure, correspondsto limitations of TBAA. The
fithcategorymay bea limitation of RLEOrTBAAOrtherepresent&ion. Each bar in Figure 10 breaks down the Redundantafter Optimizations bar from Figure 9 into the abovefive
categories.
Figure 10 illustrates that Encapsulation (dope vector accessesto index open arrays) is the most significant sourceof
the remaining redundantloads. Figure 10 also showsthat we
did not encountera single situation when optimization failed
due to inadequaciesin our alias analysis. Those redundant
loads that could be due to failed analysis are categorizedas
Rest, and on average, are less than 2.5% of the remaining
loads. Thus, for RLE on these programs and their inputs,
there is not much room for improvement in our simple and
fast alias analysis.
3.6

Summary of Results

This section evaluatedTBAA using four different metrics:
l
l

l
l

Number of static alii pairs.
Run-lime improvement due to an optimization that uses
TBAA(RLE).
Number of opportunities exposedby TBAA for RLE.
An upper-boundfor TBAAwith respectto RLE.

Each of these four metrics exposesdifferent information
about TBAA. The first metric, number of static alias pairs,
tells us two things. (1) For our benchmark programs, SMFieldQpeRefs offers little or no precision over FieldweDecl. (2) FieldmeDecl is potentially a much better alias
analysis than TQpeDecl. Even though FieldQpeDecl offers little performanceimprovement over QpeDecl for RLE,
FieldlIlpeDecl should probably be the algorithm of choice
since it doesgives more preciseresults (without much added
complexity) which may be important for other optimizations
that usealias analysis.
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The second metric, run-time improvement, indicates the
how much an optimization or analysis really matters to the
bottom line: performance.Our experimentsfind that the majority of the run-time improvement comes from TypeDecl.
Field’llpeDecl improves performanceonly slightly. The results also illustrate that the run-time improvementdue to our
analysis and optimization is relatively smalk on average4%
improvement. If run-time improvement is the only metric
we use, then we might conclude that TBAA is a very imprecise alias analysis. However, upper-bound analysis reveals
that TBAA in fact performs about as well as any alias analysis could perform with respectto RLE and our benchmarks
programs.
The third metric, number of opportunities exposed by
TBAA for RLE, reveals that FieldQpeDecl enables many
more opportunities for RLE than QpeDecl. However, our
run-time measurementsfind that FieldllpeDecl is only
slightly better than meDec1. If we had used only run-time
improvements to evaluate our analysis we might conclude
that QpeDecl is the algorithm of choice. However,the number of opportunities metric tells us that FieldQpeDecl is indeed significantly better than YQpeDecl.Perhapswith different benchmark inputs Field’IlpeDecl may improve performancesignificantly more than meDec1.
Finally, the upper-boundanalysisfor RLE using TBAAreveals that a more precise alias analysis for RLE would yield
few benefits: there is little or no room for improvement in
TBAAwith reSpeCttoRLE.
To summarize,the four metrics tell us different information about the different levels of TBAA. For this reason,we
feel that all of thesemetrics should be usedtogetherin a thorough evaluation of an alias analysis (or for that matter any
compiler analysis).
3.7

Cumulative Results

Figure 11 shows the cumulative impact of two sets of optimizations: method invocation resolution [14] plus inlining (Mnv + Inlining) and RLE. Method resolution uses
TBAA (and other analyses) to help resolve method invocations on object fields and array elements.While we expected
method resolution and inlining to exposemore opportunities
for RLE, they did not. On studying the interactions of RLE
with method invocationsand inlining using limit analysis,we
found that inlining exposesmore redundant expressionsbut
they are usually conditional (Section 3.5). Thus, while partial
redundancyelimination can eliminate theseredundantloads,
RLE cannot. We plan to implement and evaluatepartial redundancyelimination of memory expressionsin future work.

4 Analyzing Incomplete Programs
Most prior pointer alias analyses for the heap are wholeprogram analyses,i.e., the compiler assumesit is analyzing
the entire program,including libraries, making a closedworld
assumption. Many situations arise when the entire program
is not available: for instance,during separatecompilation, or
compiling libraries without.all their potential clients, or com-

Figure 12: Open and Closed World Assumptions
Figure 11: Cumulative Impact of Optimizations

piling incomplete programs.
In unsafe languagessuch as C++, alias analysesmust assumethat unavailablecodemay affect all pointers in arbitrary
ways. For type-safelanguageslike Modula-3 and Java, the
compiler can use type-safetyand a type-basedalias analysis
to make stronger type-safety assumptionsabout unavailable
code. It can assumethat unavailable code will not violate
the type systemof the language. For example, consider the
following procedure declaration using the types declaredin
Figure 1.
PROCEDUREfQxS.1;

q: S2)=...

In an unsafe language, if some of the callers of f are not
available for analysis, the compiler must assumethat p and
q are aliases.For a type-safelanguage,a type-basedanalysis
can safely assumethat p and q are not aliasessince they have
incompatible types.
‘Itvo componentsof TBAA rely on propertiesother than the
type systemof the language: AddressZhkenand type merging. Since unavailable code may passthe addressof a qualified expressionor subscript expressionto avaiktble code we
revise Addresslbken as follows.
AddressTaken(p) is true:
1. if the program ever takes p’s address(for instance to
passit by referenceor as part of a WITH), or
2. if f is a pass-by-referenceformal and p and f have the
sametype.
Since Modula-3 requires the types of pass-by-reference
formals and actuals to be identical, the secondclauseneeds
to check only for type equality, not type compatibility. Note
that this new definition of AddressTakenconsiders instructions in the program for available code(1) and considersonly
the type systemfor unavailable code (2).
Since unavailable code may cause merges of types, we
make SMFieldQpeRefs more conservativeat merges. We
merge any two types (related by the subtype relation) to
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which it has accesssince unavailable codemay assignthem.
SinceModula-3 usesstructural type equivalence,unavailable
code can accessmost types becauseit can construct its own
copy of the types. Exceptions to this ability are Branded
types in Modula-3. These types essentially observe name
equivalenceand may not be “reconstructed” by unavailable
code.
Figure 12 comparesthe simulated run-time improvement
due to redundantload elimination using TBAA when assuming that the entire program is available (closed world) and
assumingit is not available (open world). Notice that in our
experiments,the open-world assumptionhas an insignificant
impact
on the effectiveness Of TBAA With reSpeCt to RLE.
This result however reflects the results in Table 6, since SMFieldTypeRefs,which is most affectedby the open world assumption, does not enable any additional opportunities for
RLE over FieldTQpeDecl.With respectto the static metrics,
we found that they were the samefor the open-world and
closed-world assumptionswith one difference: M3CG had
about 80 more alias pairs (interprocedurally) with the openworld assumption than with the closed world assumption.
However, the additional alias pairs did not reduce the effectiVeneSSOf RLE.

5 Related Work
Alias analysismust consider an unboundednumber of paths
through an unbounded collection of data, and is therefore
harderthan traditional data-flow analyses.The literature contains many algorithms for alias analysis [2,4,6,7,9,15, 19,
8, 20, 21,22, 30, 32, 35, 361. The key differencesbetween
the algorithms stem from where and how they approximate
the unbounded control paths and data. The approximation
determinesthe precision and efficiency of the algorithm, and
these alias analysesrange from precise exponential time algorithms to lessprecisenearly linear time algorithms.
Our work differs from previous work in two ways: (1) It
is type-basedinstead of instruction-based. (2) We evaluate
our alias algorithm with respect to an optimization, redundant load elimination, and its upper bound, rather than us-

ing static measurementsas usedby most work on alias analysis [2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 15, 20, 21, 22, 30, 32, 351. Our upper
bound measurementis similar to Wall’s 1341,which assumes
a “perfect alias analysis” to find an upper bound on instruction level parallelism. Wall [34] doesnot evaluatean existing
alias analysisas we do, but just givesthe potential of a perfect
alias analysis for instruction level parallelism.
Aho, et al. [l] and Chase,et al. [6] were amongthe first to
notice that using programming languagetypescould improve
alias analysis,but did not presentalgorithms that did so. Our
alias algorithm is most similar to those of Rinard and Diniz
[26], Steensgaard[321,and Ruf 127,281.
Rinard and Diniz use type equality to disambiguatememory references. The type system they use is a subset of
C++ that doesnot have inheritance and is thus weaker than
Modula-3’s or Java’s type systems. Steensgaarduses an
instruction-based alias algorithm which uses non-standard
types,not programming languagetypes, to obtain a fast alias
analysis. His type inference algorithm is similar to our selective type merging; however, he does not use programming
language types, and in particular inheritance, to prune the
merge sets as we do. Ruf shows how to use programming
languagetypes to partition data-flow analyses:eachpartition
representscode that can be analyzedindependently and thus
a different analysis can be used on each partition [28]. Ruf
useshis schemeto partition programsfor alias analyses,but
doesnot usethe programming languagetypes in the analysis.
Ruf 1271comparesa context sensitivealias analysis to a context insensitive alias analysis and finds, for his benchmarks,
that they are comparablein precision. Our work supportshis
in that we also find that a simple alias analysis can yield very
preciseresults.
Cooper and Lu [8] describe and evaluateregister promotion, an optimization that moves memory referencesout of
loops and into registers. They evaluate register promotion
with two alias analyses:a trivial analysisand a flow-sensitive
alias analysis. They usedthe number of instructions executed
astheir performancemetric and found that the more powerful
alias analysisdid not significantly improve performance,Our
results supporttheirs: for many applicationsa fast and simple
alias analysismay be sufficient.
Shapiroand Horwitz [29] evaluatethe impact of threeflow
insensitive alias analyseson a range of optimizations. They
evaluatetheir algorithms by counting optimization opportunities rather than any of the metrics that we use. They find that
clients of alias analysis may run faster with a more precise
alias analysis than with a less precise alias analysis. Similarly, Ghiya and Hendren [17] use pointer analysis to improve scalar optimizations, and present run-time improvements. This work was concurrent with ours, They do not
presenta limit study.
Debray et al. [ 1l] describean alias analysisfor executable
code. They evaluate their algorithm by measuring the percentageof loads eliminated by redundant load elimination.
They do not present execution time improvementsor a limit
study for their alias analysis.

Since we ignore control flow, our algorithm achieves a
O(Instructions x Qpes) time complexity that is asymptotically as fast as the fastestexisting alias analysis [32].

6 Conclusions
This paper describesand evaluatesthree algorithms that use
programming languagetypes to disambiguatememory references.The lirst analysis usestype compatibility to determine
aliases.The secondextendsthe first by using additional highlevel information such as field namesand types. The third,
TBAA, extends the second with a flow-insensitive analysis.
We show that the algorithm that usesonly type compatibility
is very imprecise whereasthe other two analysesare much
better at disambiguatingmemory referencesin the sameprocedure. We also evaluate TBAA with respect to redundant
load elimination (RLE), one of its many potential clients. Our
results show that TBAA and RLE improve program performanceby up to 8%, and on average4%. We demonstratethat
with respectto RLE and thesebenchmarkprograms,TBAA is
very precise; a more precise analysis could only enableRLE
to eliminate on averagean additional 2.5% of redundantreferences,and at most 6%. BecauseTBAA relies on type-safety,
it canbe conservativein the faceof incomplete,type-safeprogramswithout losing effectiveness.Our results show that as
far as RLE is concerned,TBAA performsjust as well with an
open-world assumptionas with a closed-world assumption.
TBAA achievesits fast time bound and accuracy because
of type safety,and our results confirm a common (but to our
knowledge, untested)belief that type safety can be used to
improve program performance. Takentogether,theseresults
suggestthat type-basedalias analysis can be effective, and
that a thorough evaluation of alias analyseswith respect to
their clients is necessaryto understand their strengths and
weaknesses.
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